Dear colleagues and friends,

On behalf of the Japanese Society of Allergology (JSA) organizing committee, it is my pleasure and great honor to invite you to attend the JSA/WAO Joint Congress 2020, held from September 17 to 20, 2020 in Kyoto, Japan. It is our third time that the JSA co-hosts the World Allergy Congress after 30 years, and this time, the congress will also be held in conjunction with the APAAACI/APAPARI 2020 Congress.

As the premier event in the fields of allergy/immunology, we ensure to make this joint congress a great success by offering participants with an invaluable educational experience as well as the opportunity to explore new scientific discoveries and relevant key updates in major areas of the field. We will also plan to hold several social activities for attendees to deepen their long friendship, as well as to establish new ones.

The host city, Kyoto, is the ancient capital of Japan and is recognized worldwide as the country’s historical, cultural and spiritual heart. The city offers you numerous cultural and unique experiences with its countless shrines, temples, and architectural masterpieces including 17 UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Sites.

Needless to say, you can also enjoy very modern aspects of Japan. The year 2020 is surely one of the most exciting years for Japan, as we are hosting the 2020 Summer Olympic Games in the metropolitan Tokyo just before this joint congress. We are developing many services and technologies to welcome and entertain foreign visitors with the spirit of “O-Mo-Te-Na-Shi,” and it will be the perfect timing for JSA/WAO Joint Congress participants to observe how we are accomplished with the hospitality and enchantment, and enjoy every aspect of Japan.

We look forward to welcoming you in Kyoto, September 2020!
JSA/WAO Joint Congress 2020

JSA/WAO XXVII World Allergy Congress (WAC 2020) conjoint with the APAAACI/APAPARI 2020 Congress

Dates  September 17 - 20, 2020
Congress President  Motohiro Ebisawa, M.D., Ph.D.
Venue  Kyoto International Conference Center, Kyoto, Japan
Organizers  Organized and Hosted by:
Japanese Society of Allergology
World Allergy Organization
Conjoint with:
Asia Pacific Association of Allergy, Asthma and Clinical Immunology
Asia Pacific Academy of Pediatric Allergy, Respiratory & Immunology

Website  www.c-linkage.co.jp/jsawac2020/

About KYOTO

In Kyoto, Old and New, Tradition and Modernity Coexist in a Unique Manner
Kyoto became a capital of Japan in the late 8th century, when the Charles the Great was in power in Europe and the Abbasids emerged in the Central Asia. Since then, Kyoto served as a hometown for the Japanese culture and history, instilling in people the unique identities of being Japanese. Kyoto is filled with unique cultures and atmosphere, where you can find old architectures and paths which take you to the wonderland.

Kyoto in September - Excellent time to travel -
September temperatures in Kyoto:
Average high (C/F) : 28/83  Average low (C/F) : 20/68
September is an excellent time to travel in Kyoto. It’s usually sunny, hot and humid at the beginning of the month, moderating to sunny and warm at the end of the month.

Try what locals enjoy!
Riverside Dining at Kamo River:
One of the best treats during the summer months (May-September) in Kyoto is to have a riverside meal by the Kamo River (Kamogawa). The dozens of restaurants located along the shores of the river put up terraces and candle lit balconies and offer a relaxing evening.
Hope you enjoy cultural Kyoto experiences as well during your participation to the JSA/WAO Joint Congress 2020!